Press Release

Tank Rum - - Yes, We Are Open!
Dive Businesses in Areas Impacted by Hurricanes

11OCT2017 - Florida - Tank Rum, warehoused in Florida, is now 100% operational, shipping to
all USA and Caribbean marketplaces. Though Tank Rum is inventoried in warehouses around
the world, all of the Tank Rum headed into the United States and most of the Caribbean is stored
in Florida within a Duty Free zone.
“We were most worried about our Tank Rum product line being hit by the recent hurricanes,”
said Brooke Boak, President. “And though our inventories were not directly effected, many of
our customers [stores, restaurants, bars, and resorts] throughout the region have been seriously
set-back. The only effects we have seen on our TankH2O line of business have been shipping
delays for products traversing across the southern portions of the United States.”
Tank Rum is a product from Drink Tank Ltd., a company built by, and for, scuba divers,
outdoor adventurers, and water sports enthusiasts. Tank Rum was
launched in 2017 at industry leading tradeshows, including IAADFS
(Duty Free) and WSWA (USA Wholesalers). Tank Rum has already
captured the attention of tropical-bound and tropical-minded ocean
vacation travelers and is now available worldwide in all of these places.
The gorgeous super-flint glass Tank Rum bottle is at the top of every
scuba diver’s gift-list and will be sure to well-represent their vacation,
where rum is the drink-of-choice amongst the tropical regions due to
rum’s sugar-cane origin. The “Platinum” rum is distilled on Réunion
Island, a French territory in the heart of the Indian Ocean, thus the
bottles are proudly marked, “Product of France”. Like the pristine environment where Tank Rum
was born, the distinctive rum inside keeps consumers coming back for more to fuel their desire
for Tank Rum-based cocktails famous in the tropics: Mai Tai’s, Mojito’s, Piña Colada’s,
Daiquiri’s, “Scuba Libré’s"™ (Rum & Cola), Tank Rum & Red Bull, etc. 750mL. 80-Proof.
TankH2O Tank Rum follows the success of the company’s stainless-steel flask,
TankH2O, the dive industry’s “Product of the Year” for three (3) years in a row and
the top-selling dive water bottle, world-wide. The distinct bright-yellow TankH2O
bottle doubles as a flask and allows people to show off their love of scuba diving to
any/all who are within eye-sight.
Tank Rum and TankH2O make great gifts for fellow scuba divers and ocean adventurers.
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